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FOREWORD
Nia Künzer
Football world Champion and ambassador „Football for Development“

I am very happy to comply with your
request to write a small foreword,
because the title above one chapter of
your report is "A ball can change a
Slum"! The round leather has played a
big role in my life and I know that it is
or could be the same for many
children in the world.
I was born in Africa, in Botswana, in a
small village and in my life as a
football player, a sports ambassador, I
have visited many remote poor
villages, many slums, what are called
"informal settlements", both
professionally and privately. I was
often in Africa, in the favelas of Brazil
and also in Jordan and Afghanistan.
The children who live there in the
poor districts always have too little of
everything: too little food, clean
water, health care, schools, sometimes
too little leisure time or freedom!

Especially the girls are close to my heart.
They have to help early in the household,
often cannot go to school because the
parents can only pay school fees and
uniform for the brothers.
A sports offer for everyone that is simple,
doesn't cost much and offers an
opportunity to go to school will
fundamentally change the lives of these
children!
Football is a simple game, it is wonderful
to have a ball and not just an old can!
Children experience joy and happiness
when they win, team spirit and strength
when they overcome defeats together!
From the bottom of my heart I wish your
project success and many radiant
children!
Nia Künzer
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Dear Readers,

"Even a single hair casts its shadow"
Publius Syrius, 90-40 B.C.

In 2018, our foundation was reorganized: new name, new homepage, same goals. The
corresponding decision of the Board of Trustees in October 2018 for a new name was
accepted by the Local Court without further request. Because nothing has changed in the
goals of the foundation. Only the name was changed in the Articles of Association.

New name
The new name "Stiftung Zukunft für Kinder in Slums" (Foundation Future for Children in
Slums) is immediately understandable: The foundation wants to help children and young
people living in slums to a better future. Until now we always had to explain why we called
ourselves the "Stiftung Hoffnung 1-plus" (Hope 1-plus Foundation); as is well known,
behind this was our commitment to children from the age of 1 to adolescence in slums.
Nothing has changed in our goals!

It is still valid:
- We only help people to help themselves. We listen to the partners' suggestions.
- We promote education and health. Because they are the most important prerequisites for
overcoming poverty.
- Sport stimulates participation, creates joy, strengthens the body and helps to create rules.
first in competition, but then in life. Sport for Development" can only be played by those
who also go to school.
Nia Künzer, football world champion and ambassador for development aid, sums this up
aptly in the foreword: "A sports offer for everyone that is simple, doesn't cost much and
opens up an opportunity to go to school will fundamentally change the lives of these
children".
Our new homepage www.slum-kinder.org. informs about the work of the foundation and our
partners in the slums. And since we are still connected to the help of CARE for children in
precarious living conditions, we of course remain linked to the homepage of CARE
(www.care.de).

The Ayiera Initiative in Nairobi / Kenya
The main partner of our foundation was and remains the Ayiera Initiative (AI) in the
Korogocho Slum of Nairobi/Kenya. We support AI's activities, which the partner believes
should complement the CARE project in a meaningful way. The partnership between the
pupils from Siegburg (Gymnasium Alleestraße) and the Korogocho Slum made it possible for
75 primary and 26 secondary pupils to attend school again last year. In addition, the
foundation has also donated money to sporting events with educational objectives and 2 jobs
for social workers to help many children cope with the traumatic experiences in the slum.
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With the help of our volunteer Thomas Schwarz, who also produced our own homepage, the
Ayiera Initiative has finally come to its own homepage. At www.ayiera-initiative.org you will
find a lot of information about our most important partner. There you will also experience the
enthusiasm with which the children and young people, but also the largely voluntary helpers,
leave the dreariness and problems of the slum behind them. Sometimes only for a few, but
formative hours. You can feel that they want to take advantage of the opportunities that AI
offers for a better future; see page 5 ff.

Support for OTAHARIN in Bosnia and Herzegovina
At the end of the school year, the CARE project "Sport for Social Change and Education" for
Roma and other disadvantaged children in Republika Srpska / Bosnia and Herzegovina,
which we helped to develop, will be successfully completed in July this year. With this pilot
project in Bijeljina, scientifically accompanied by the Sport University Cologne, it was
investigated to what extent CARE's experiences with "Sport for Development" on other
continents can also be used in Europe. So here a more intensive work with the parents was
announced. In order to come to a good conclusion, we once again supported CARE Germany
in financing an extension of the project until the school holidays in summer, thus contributing
a total of 61,000 € to its success over time. CARE wants to support its proven partner
OTAHARIN (http:// otaharin.org/en/) in implementing a follow-up project from September;
more on pages 9 and 10.
Dear readers, with this annual report we hope to be able to pass on to you some of the joy that
we experienced last year in discussions with our partners and the children and young people
themselves. Above all from the certainty that it is worthwhile to bring some light and joy into
the lives of the slum children.
We would be delighted if you would actively support us in this, as many of you have
thankfully done in the past.
Kind regards
Hans-Josef Schmitz
(Chairman of the Foundation Board)
Heribert Scharrenbroich
(Chairman of the Executive Board)
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Ayiera-Initiative

A ball can change the slum
In our last annual report we already reported on the development of the
Ayiera Initiative (AI). In the meantime, it has rechen ist 12th birthday - and
the results are impressive. Our foundation was able to contribute both
financially and ideologically to this development.
In the Ayiera initiative almost
everything revolves around sport,
especially football. This lure ties
children and young people closely to
the initiative. Every Saturday, small
tournaments take place on the AI
football pitch. The participants will
also be selected for the Slum Footie
Tournament and two away
tournaments: the East Africa Cup in
Tanzania and the tournament with the
"Angaza Sports Organization" in
Thika, Kenya (photo). Participation in the the latter two tournaments was made
possible by our foundation.
"Destitute Children Event.
Once a year AI organizes the "Destitute Children Event". This took place again
last December. "Destitute" means as much as penniless, with no belongings.
Every year, the initiative sets a sign of hope for the slum children.
The most important goal of the event is to show the children perspectives in an
environment that is often desperate for them. The message of this event is that
anyone who concentrates on education can make a difference. The importance
of discipline is also repeatedly communicated to children and young people.
They are thus offered their own platform. There they can present their talents in
sport, art and culture. This is why it is the most important event of the year, not
only for the initiative, but also for the young people and children. Through the
presentation of their skills, their self-esteem is manifested and promoted. Those
who have presented special achievements in art, poetry, drama or dance will
receive an award.
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"Slum Footie Tournament.
The "Slum Footie Tournament", initiated by Hamilton Ayiera, is about peaceful
fights with neighboring clubs from Korogocho or other slums - on the football
field. This is one of the biggest events of the year alongside the Destitute
Children Event.
The entire "Slum Footie Tournament" is a two-day event. The target groups are
not only young people, but also parents and adult friends. It's a celebration for
the entire slum community. The young players who fight together in a team in
the "Slum Footie Tournament" belong to different ethnic groups. In this way
they learn to be able to rely on each other - no matter which group they belong
to.
The tournament is usually held in the middle of the year with the aim of raising
awareness of social grievances. Each year, the tournament has a special theme:
crime, prostitution, drug abuse or alcoholism, but also unemployment and
environmental destruction as well as HIV/AIDS. Finally, conflicts between
ethnic groups play an important role. Because Kenya is a country with several
dozen different ethnic groups. Before the 2017 presidential elections, the
tournament was dedicated to avoiding ethnic conflicts - certainly a reason why
no major conflicts broke out in Korogocho after the elections despite the re-run
of the vote.
East Africa Cup in Kenia
Each June, local non-governmental organisations from East and Central African
countries meet in Moshi/Tanzania for five days to use sport as a development
tool. The main objective of the tournament is to promote health and mutual
understanding between young people of different ethnicities in the East and
Central Africa region.
From 20 to 24 June 2018, AI took part in the tournament for the first time with
twelve girls in the category "under 13". The team won the third place and
provided the best scorer. Above all it won the "East Africa Cup FAIR PLAY
AWARD". This prize is awarded to a team that not only performs well in sport,
but is also generally disciplined and well organised, and is most active in
workshops and tests, knows how to promote unity and works as a unit.
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Tournament at Angaza Sports Organization in Thika/Kenya
With 60 children, AI took part for two days in the tournament of the "Angaza
Sport Organization" in Thika in the northeast of Kenya. Such tournaments are
an important part of the peace work of the Ayiera Initiative, because a high
percentage of the participants of Angaza belong to the Kikuyu tribe, while the
majority of the participants of AI belong to the Luo tribe. In addition to the
football match, the children also had the opportunity to dance, sing or recite
poems.
The children discussed how, unlike their parents, they can live together
peacefully. Also to show them how important it is to stay united even though
they come from different ethnic groups. This is particularly important given the
experience of the 2007 elections, when over 1,500 people are believed to have
been killed and, according to police estimates, more than 300,000 people
became internally displaced persons (IDPs).
Education and health
The participation in these
tournaments and the training on the
fringes of the sporting events
motivate the children and young
people not only to strive for schoolleaving qualifications, but also to take
care of their health.
Our foundation was able to support
this work last year. The foundation
has also initiated a cooperation between the "German Doctors Nairobi" and AI.
Every three months, doctors and nurses come out of the Mathare slum and
transform the training centre into an outpatient clinic (photo).
"The Ayiera Initiative is pleased to be able to continue working with the
German Doctors in 2019. In this way, thousands of slum dwellers from
Korogocho can receive medical help, especially those who cannot afford
medical fees - and most of them can’t."
- Hamilton Ayiera Nyanga
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Going to school - also with the help of pupils

With the money collected by the
pupils of the Alleestraße Siegburg
grammar school, 75 children from
the eight-year-old primary school and
26 young people from the secondary
school were able to attend last year.
Great result of a student partnership!
This scholarship programme was
further increased by CARE Germany.
This is still too little in view of the
need, but an important step. The
scholarship holders are selected by a
committee (teachers, community
representatives, AI) from particularly
poor families. Many are orphans or
half orphans. Further donors will be
sought for these scholarships.

Heribert Scharrenbroich attends a remedial class at the Ayiera Center in Korogocho
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OTAHARIN

"Sport for Social Change and Education" in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Liberation from poverty and marginalization must take different paths in
Europe than in Africa. But the appeal of sport is unbroken all over the
world. This is why CARE Germany has launched a pilot project in Bosnia
and Herzegovina in 2016 with our support. We wanted to know to what
extent African experiences with "sport for social change" could also help
poor children and young people in Europe. Children and young people in
Bosnia and Herzegovina were selected as the target group from Bijeljina, a
medium-sized city in the extreme northeast of the Republika Srpska state.
The Ministry for Development Cooperation (BMZ) was persuaded to support
such a project, especially for Roma children. The Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) was then also prepared to finance scientific support for
this pilot project from the Cologne Sports University. Our foundation has raised
25% of the total project sum, a total of 61,000 € in 3 years. Our foundation was
assisted by a donation of 10,000 € from the DFB Foundation Egidius Braun,
which was mainly supported by our late patron Dr. Klaus Kinkel and the then
DFB President Reinhard Grindel.
The pilot project was a success - not least because it was realized by
OTAHARIN. This proven partner of CARE Germany has its headquarters in
Bijeljina, a city with about 130,000 inhabitants. Since its foundation in 2005,
OTAHARIN has implemented more than 100 projects for disadvantaged
population groups, especially for children and young people of ethnic Roma
origin. The Foundation is proud to have brought all these partners together in a
successful joint venture.
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Opportunities for advancement through education
Roma children live in a situation where they are underprivileged and have
very few opportunities to break away from the rules of the Roma
settlement. As a rule, social advancement is denied them.
The main causes of frequent school drop-outs, child marriages, labour
exploitation and begging are extreme poverty, a lack of education for parents
and a lack of awareness of career opportunities through education. At the same
time, the majority society is extremely discriminatory towards Roma, especially
in state schools. As a result, Roma children do not feel accepted outside the
Roma community.
To break down this marginalization, OTAHARIN uses a wide range of
integration methods, one of the most successful of which is "Sport for Social
Change and Education". In order to improve integration, it covers not only
Roma but also other children and young people. In football training,
OTAHARIN focuses above all on the development of social skills. In the
training children of different ethnicities and age groups come together, girls as
well as boys in mixed teams. In its day centre, OTAHARIN organises
educational courses for children and workshops for their parents.

Due to the special situation and traditions of the Roma, parental work is an
element that receives more attention than African projects. Once a week a
workshop is organized for the parents. This raises their awareness of the
importance of education and emphasises their responsibility as parents.
The Foundation's commitment to a pilot project has paid off - for the
children and young people of the Roma and other marginalised ethnic
groups.
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We mourn for our patron Dr. Klaus Kinkel

Promoting peace was Dr. Klaus
Kinkel's most important topic: Peace
between peoples, between ethnic
groups, between individuals. This is
one of the reasons why he supported
the work of our foundation.
His philanthropy, his pragmatism, his straightforwardness were rightly
emphasized in many obituaries marked by true sadness over his death. "Klaus
Kinkel was a wonderful man as well as a minister, as sensitive as he was
direct," Heribert Prantl wrote in the Süddeutsche Zeitung.
Due to his energetic and wordly-wise character, Dr. Klaus Kinkel, who has
served Germany and the world in high offices, did not think it beneath him to
support our peace work, be it in a slum of Nairobi or for the benefit of the Roma
in Bosnia and Herzegovina, by concrete promotion and discussion of our
projects. This commitment went so far that in 2015 he was ready to take over the
patronage of our foundation. The foundation was particularly suited to him
because football is an important instrument among the partners we support to
inspire children and young people to attend school and to live together peacefully
by overcoming ethnic lines of conflict. The DFB President Reinhard Grindel,
who has since resigned, wrote about his commitment: "Klaus Kinkel has
repeatedly placed the social dimension of football at the centre of his work in
important foundations".
In this sense, Dr. Kinkel also expressed himself last year at the benefit concert of
the Siegburger Gymnasium Alleestraße (photo) in favour of our partner Ayiera
Initiative and our foundation, where we met him before his serious illness.
We miss the late patron very much. His intentions for education and peace work
in slums will continue to guide us.
Heribert Scharrenbroich
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We thank all our supporters!
Without your help the work could not
have been done. May you remain loyal to
us and may new donors and donors join
us. You can be sure that your money will
be used without deductions for the
benefit of the children and young people
whose poverty must be overcome.

Every cent you donate goes straight
to the project.
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How you can help
With endowments into the foundation capital. This currently amounts to
127,000.00 euros (as of 2018). In order to be able to extend the measures for the
slum children, further donors are sought. With the income from the foundation
capital, the foundation can plan its work even better.
Tax excursus: According to current foundation tax law, up to 1 million euros
can be claimed as special tax expenses for donations to the foundation capital
within a ten-year period - in addition to the general deduction for donations. The
donor decides with which partial amounts the endowment amount is distributed
over how many years.
By inheritance. Thus, the testator declares that his or her inheritance is
permanently in the sense of the Foundation. An inheritance acts like an
endowment. This means that the capital remains intact and the foundation only
works with the interest of the inheritance.
Tax Excursus: The assets donated by will arrive undiminished at the
Foundation and thus fully benefit the children's projects, since the Future for
Children in Slums Foundation has been recognised by the tax office as
charitable and worthy of support and therefore does not have to pay inheritance
and gift tax.
A brochure on the subject of inheritance can be requested by e-mail at
slum-kinder@web.de.
With loans that you give to the foundation and whose interest goes to the
foundation. In the loan agreement, it is determined individually whether the
loan will be added to the foundation capital in whole or in part after the death of
the lender, i.e. whether it will have a lasting effect.
Advantage: Those who are concerned that they might need the money again
due to special circumstances choose this form of support. The loan agreement
may stipulate that the loan may be recovered at short notice without giving
reasons.
Mit „gebundenen Spenden“. These will be used for concrete measures and
projects.
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Mit „ungebundenen Spenden“. The Executive Board is free to decide on their
use within the purposes of the Articles of Association.
Tax excursus: Donations to the Future for Children in Slums Foundation can be
claimed by private individuals as a general tax deduction up to a maximum of
20% of the total amount of income. For companies, the upper limit is 0.4% of
total turnover and wages and salaries.

"Sport has the power to change the world. It has the power to inspire. It
has the strength to unite people in a way that hardly anyone else does. It
speaks to the youth in a language they understand. Sport can bring hope
where there used to be only despair. It's more powerful than governments
at breaking down racial barriers. It laughs at all kinds of
discrimination."
Nelson Mandela
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The

Foundation ZUKUNFT FÜR KINDER IN SLUMS
"The purpose of the foundation is to improve the living conditions of children,
adolescents and young adults, primarily in the slums of the Third World. The
support is provided in particular through participation in aid, development,
school and medical measures to alleviate hunger, disease and poverty.“
Statutes of the Foundation

Board of Trustees and Board of Directors
The Board of Trustees
Chairman:

OStD a.D. Hans-Josef Schmitz

Vice Chairman:

Georg Schlachtenberger, Vorsitzender der Finanzkommission und
des Präsidiums von CARE Deutschland e.V.

Further members:

StR a.D. Gerd Denter; OstR‘in a.D. Christine Grünewald; Dipl.
Kfm. Jens Kiencke; Parl. St. a.D. Karin Kortmann; Bankdirektor
a.D. Manfred Materne

The Board of Directors
CEO:

Heribert Scharrenbroich
(Chairman of the Board of Trustees of CARE Deutschland e.V.)

Deputy:

Karl-Otto Zentel
(Secretary General of CARE Deutschland e.V.)

Committee member:

Stefan Ewers
(Deputy Secretary General of CARE Deutschland e.V..)
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The Motivation: The sport
The Way: Education and Health
The goal: self-liberation from poverty
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